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This class is built on four critical foundations:  

#1: You must totally respect and trust me. 
        If I do or say something that causes you to lose your respect for me , consider it  
         for a day, then let me know in confidence what I did and why I let you down. 

#2: I must totally respect and trust you.  
       If you do something I consider disrespectful or if I feel like I need to verify that I can  
       trust you, I will think about it for a day, then I will discuss it with you in private.     

#3:  You are willing to risk mistakes on a daily basis and learn from them. 

#4: Your sense of wonder in regards to  . . .  everything. 

     

   
        If we can live by these four foundations, everything else will work itself out.

1.  Only four things are REQUIRED for this course:  * Calculator with trig functions
     * Special Physics notebook (from me)        *pencil or pen        * your curiosity and questions         

2. Approximate Breakdown of 1st Semester grades:

      3. Grading Scale:   89.5-100%=A     79.5-89.4%=B     69.5-79.4%=C     56.5-69.4%=D     0-56.4%=F
     Minimum Points needed:  2013pts               1788pts                 1563pts               1270pts  

 Daily work           Points       Exams        Points
Readings/video/GIJ                   144pts      Take Home Exams               525 pts
    Notebook cks                   200pts
       Packets                   360pts     IN CLASS TESTS                900 pts
    Division cks                   120pts   Red/Green/Blue/Black  33/33/50/100%pts back

  Sub total:   824 pts (37%)     Sub total: 1425 pts  (63%)

Grand Total 2249 pts
!



4. Physics is a veritable feast! The biggest, billion course meal you will continually dine on 
for the rest of your physical life.  There is one rule:  To truly understand what your mind is exposed 
to, you MUST nibble on the feast one small item at a time. I attempt to serve it up nugget style.  If you  
gorge yourself on too many of these knowledge nuggets at once, even if this attempt is made with a 
sincere heart and the help of three or four knowledgable friends or a tutor, it will leave you bloated, 
confused, frustrated and a little nauseous.  
 

5. YOUR NHS PHYSICS SURVIVAL TOOLS:  Your DAILY questions in class;  nightly practice 
attempts (making LOTS of mistakes); a little help from your friends;  our Physics Facebook group, 
check ups of annotated screen shots from my website, examples and further explanation from my 
“How the Universe Works” PDFs,  my multitude of Physics help videos, tutorial links, and if all that 
is not getting you there . . .  come in for some old fashioned one-on-one time with me after school 
(preferred) or during Stretch. Don’t hesitate to use the experience and knowledge of an AP student.  
They are required to tutor Physics students anyway. 

       6. EXAM points and brief description.  See the Physics calendar on my website for all exam dates.

7. MY TEACHING PRIORITIES (in order)
#1  You will develop a better appreciation for how wonderfully complex, intricate, tantalizing, 
       fascinating, enticing and . . . and . . . spine-tingling awesome your universe really is.  

 Perhaps this will help you in your lifelong search for your version of truth (good luck). 
#2  Unfold the observables as clues in your quest that eventually develops the mental acuity you need to  

attack multistep problems.  I think this will empower you to  . . .
*  . . .  develop more intellectual depth and become a more interesting person. 
*  . . .  stop shying away from the challenges in your life and will begin to see them as opportunities
*  . . .  free your mind from fear and will embrace your own “foolish” imaginative ponderings.

#3  Slow your mind down enough to plant seeds and hope they grow. I will do this by giving you as many 
opportunities as I can to build up your internal motivation to ponder natural multilayered relationships 
in this universe and solve these curious puzzles on your own or with a cooperative group of us 
questioning types.         

#4  Provide a class atmosphere where you develop intellectual bravery by rising above the fear of making a 
public mistake; where you feel relaxed enough to thoughtfully and honestly present your ignorance       

            to your classmates by asking as many simple to complex questions as you feel is necessary to grow.
#5  Teach in a way that you will place some basic physics principles into your long term memory so you will  
            be prepared for AP Physics C next year at NHS or a Physics Mechanics course at the university level.
#6  Train you in proper experimental procedure and considerations so that when you go to college you don’t 

embarrass yourself in front of your really cute physics lab partner.

Note:  You will find a MUCH more detailed and complete version of these procedures on 
my website:   ===>  www.askeyphysics.org    (notice it’s dot org)

Exam  pts sides     how much 
     material?

    type of help available What can you refer to 
when taking exam?

how much
 time? 

Take Home
Test

≈150 5 entire packet Help Videos, HUW, Keys to 
Worksheets, help sessions 

Notes, worksheets,
me, each other, web

at least six days
 and nights

THT Red Day 1/3 
back

entire TAKE 
HOME TEST

We go over it in detail in 
class on “Red Day”

Detailed projected 
THT Key and me.

Entire period

In Class Test 250 3 entire packet Take home test is your study 
guide plus website/ notebook

I will give you an 
equation sheet

1.5 periods (no coming back)

Bonus
MiniQuizzes

EXTRA
CREDIT

1 a couple of 
weeks worth

Help Videos, HUW, Keys to 
worksheets, help sessions 

Notes, worksheets,
me, each other, web

at least two nights

FINAL: Part 2 100 2 Packet 1 and 2 Help Videos, HUW, Keys to 
worksheets, help sessions 

Your notebook!! approx 1 hour 
 

http://www.askeyphysics.org

